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IDDA legislative report
Due to the pending litigation against drainage districts
in three Iowa counties by Des Moines Waterworks, IDDA
elected to take a low profile in this year’s legislative session. There were numerous discussions on pending bills
that took place throughout the session but in the end,
IDDA, upon recommendation of legal counsel, decided
to not get involved in any legislation that would expand
or alter the duties and responsibilities of drainage district
trustees.
Nonetheless, we continue to support other bills that,
while they may not impact us directly, do positively affect
drainage in Iowa. Most notably of those are appropriations
bills
SF 2324 – This is an appropriations bill. The relevant
parts of that bill are as follows –
$5.2 million for support of the Iowa Water Quality Initiative. This money supports demonstration projects.
$1.920 million for the ag drainage well water quality
assistance fund. These funds provide cost share dollars to
continue the closure of ag drainage wells.
IDDA supported these appropriations.
HF 2454 – This is also an appropriations bill.
$1 million is appropriated to the Conservation Reservation Enhancement Program (CREP). This money is
used to restore and construct wetlands for the purposes of
intercepting tile line runoff, reducing nutrient loss, improving water quality and enhancing agricultural production
practices.
$4.4 million for the water quality initiative fund. This
money supports watershed and subwatershed projects in
high priority watersheds.
$900,000 is appropriated for watershed protection. This
provides funds for flood control, water quality, erosion
control and natural resources conservation.
$2.8 million is appropriated for administrative costs
related to the implementation of soil and water conservation practices.
$625,000 is appropriated for the voluntary farm management demonstration program to demonstrate the effectiveness and adaptability of emerging practices in agronomy
that protect water resources and provide other environmental benefits.
$1.325 million is appropriated for the Iowa Nutrient
Research Center
$1 million is appropriated for the Conservation Reserve
Program (CRP)
$2.955 is appropriated for water quality monitoring.
Additionally, this bill creates a new Iowa Nutrient Research Fund within the office of the state treasurer.
IDDA supported these appropriations.

What if ag storm water and is it regulated?
Defending Agriculture – by Gary Baise (Mr. Baise is
an attorney in Washington DC. He keynoted the WOTUS meeting that IDDA held in 2014)
Federal courts have written extensively on what constitutes agricultural storm water runoff. Agriculture’s
storm water runoff is in the news almost every day. Des
Moines Waterworks, has filed a major law suit against
drainage districts (farmers) and counties alleging that
runoff water from farmers’ fields discharged through
farm tiles into local rivers must be regulated under the
Clean Water Act (CWA). EPA has recently won a major
case against the American Farm Bureau (AFBF) and
claims it now has the authority to regulate agriculture
storm water runoff using the Clean Water Act’s authority to regulate Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) of
pollutants, which run off farmers’ fields and into waters
of the state, or the United States. This is a problem for
tillage agriculture!
Agriculture’s storm water runoff from fields is viewed
as significant and pernicious cause of water pollution
in the nation’s waters. Many opponents of agriculture
claim state efforts to improve water quality impacted by
agriculture have met with little or no success. EPA and
its supporters constantly argue that present day agricultural practices cause serious adverse impacts to surface
water and ground water.
Des Moines Water Works (DMWW) is claiming that
the groundwater coming from farm fields carries high
levels of nitrates. DMWW claims farmers’ agricultural
storm water runoff is harming its citizens’ drinking
water.
Many of you may ask what is agricultural storm water
runoff and is it regulated?
The federal statute entitled “Clean Water Act” has addressed agricultural storm water runoff since 1972. One
would think defining agricultural storm water runoff
is pretty simple. I can assure you courts have wrestled
with this issue for decades and in nearly every case
have come to the correct conclusion declaring in every
case there is an agriculture storm water exemption and
that farmers as of this date do not need a CWA federal
permit to discharge water running off of their fields and
from around their concentrated animal facilities.
Federal courts have written extensively on what constitutes agricultural storm water runoff; what is exempted from federal permitting and what is not. The granddaddy of agricultural runoff cases occurred in 1994
involving a dairy farm in New York State in Concerned

Area Residents for the Environment v. Southview Farm.
This case involved the farmer applying dairy manure
on a field shortly before a substantial rain. The Court
ruled “We agree that agricultural runoff has always been
considered nonpoint-source pollutants exempt from the
Act.” In the Southview Farm case, some manure ran
into surface waters while it was raining and some ran in
while it was not raining. The Court looked at the common sense meaning of agricultural storm water. The
Court said quite simply that discharges of agricultural
storm water runoff caused by “precipitation” would
be exempt from CWA permitting. So the Court clearly
ruled that runoff from a farmer’s field “caused by” rainfall would be exempt from the permitting requirements
of the CWA.
Another key decision in 2005 also came from the 2nd
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in New York. That case
also protected agriculture storm water runoff from being regulated by EPA. It said “There is an impropriety
of imposing liability for agriculture-related discharges
triggered not by negligence or malfeasance, but by the
weather – even when those discharges came from what
would otherwise be point sources;” (The attorneys for
DMWW might want to read this case carefully.)
Another decision in the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals
against Closter Farms ruled that “…agricultural storm
water discharge exemption applies to any discharges
[that] were the result of precipitation.” It is clear federal
courts have supported agriculture’s storm water runoff
exemption.
A second issue has arisen regarding storm water runoff
from around the buildings of concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs). Many have argued runoff from
the barnyard area surrounding CAFO buildings is from
a point source and must be regulated by EPA or a state.
EPA claims that it can regulate runoff from the production area and that includes the animal confinement area,
manure storage area, raw materials’ storage area and
waste containment areas. It is also clear that barnyard
areas, which are landscaped and surround the buildings constitute none of these activities, so the farmyard
where storm water runs off is also exempted under the
agricultural storm water runoff exemption.
EPA, in 2003, agreed that its regulations requiring a
permit only regulated activities within the farm production area.
The issue appears simple but as you can see, it is not.
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Despite more fertilizer, nitrate
levels not up in Racoon River
Experts find concentrations
have actually declined
Corn and soybeans, growing side by side, tend to lose
nitrates to surface water at different rates, according to a
new study by seven Iowa scientists. The study reached
the surprising conclusion that soybean fields in the Raccoon River watershed are more susceptible than cornfields to nitrate loss.
A substantial expansion of corn acreage in the Raccoon River watershed during the recent ethanol boom
has not — despite experts’ predictions to the contrary
— increased nitrate levels in the nutrient-plagued river,
according to recently published research by seven Iowa
scientists.
Although corn acreage increased 19 percent and
nitrogen fertilizer inputs increased 24 percent in the
watershed since 1999, the researchers found that nitrate
concentrations in the Raccoon River actually had declined slightly in the years since.

DRAINAGE + ENHANCED PRODUCTION
+ WATER QUALITY

“It’s a counter intuitive conclusion. You would think
with more nitrogen fertilizer being applied, more nitrates
would flow into the river,” said Christopher Jones, a research engineer at the University of Iowa, IIHR-Hydroscience and Engineering, and lead author of the report
published in the Journal of Soil and Water Conservation.
The study results “contradict what many people consider to be the problem and the solution,” said Roger
Wolf, director of environmental programs and services
for the Iowa Soybean Association, a key participant in
the research.
Those results indicate that soybean fields in the Raccoon River watershed are more susceptible than cornfields to nitrate loss.
Both Jones and Wolf said the advantages of rotating
crops, which include less reliance on chemicals to control weeds and insects, far outweigh the reduced nutrient losses associated with continuous corn. “What we
are really saying is that we need to look at ways we can
initiate soybean cultivation practices that reduce nitrate
losses,” Jones said.
Both Jones and Wolf said nutrient losses could be reduced substantially by eschewing fall tillage of soybean
fields and planting cover crops on them immediately
after harvest.
Jones said he and his colleagues believe that declining
soybean acres resulting from increased corn plantings
may have reduced the cropped areas most vulnerable to
nitrate loss, more than compensating for the increased
fertilizer inputs on corn acreage.
Farmers typically apply from 150 to 200 pounds of
nitrogen fertilizer per acre of corn ground, while they
apply little if any to fields intended for soybeans. Since
1980, about 80 percent of the watershed’s 3,625 square
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miles above Des Moines has been planted to corn and
soybeans.
Jones said differences between corn and soybean plant
growth, soil chemistry and the decay of stalks and other
crop residues likely explain why soybean fields tend to
lose more nitrates than cornfields.
Dead and decomposing soybean plants, when compared with cornstalks, can increase the amount of nitrate
in the soil vulnerable to loss, especially if accompanied
by fall tillage, he said.
Jones said the soil in the Des Moines lobe region of
Northern Iowa, much of which lies within the Raccoon
River watershed, contains exceptionally high concentrations of intrinsic organic nitrogen that is susceptible to
leeching when in contact with water.
Because corn has considerable more biomass than
soybeans and a longer growing season, it uses more soil
moisture than soybeans, which translates to more water
flowing through underground tile drainage systems beneath soybeans than beneath corn, he said.
“Because tile nitrate concentrations are similar under
both corn and soybeans, more tile flow under soybeans
can mean more nitrate delivered to streams,” he said.
The scientists examined nitrate concentration and
loading data from more than 60 monitoring sites in the
Raccoon watershed from 1999 to 2014. Their data were
derived from nearly 7,000 samples collected by the Des
Moines Water Works, the Iowa Soybean Association and

the Agriculture’s Clean Water Alliance.
Wolf said the research is based on “an unprecedented
data set” that includes not only extensive water sampling but also climate and river flow data, as well as
crop rotations and fertilization rates.
“The big take-home for me,” he said, is that without
integrated data on a large scale, “you could chase the
wrong solution for a long time and wonder where the
results are.”
The study results, he said, also underscore that in a
naturally nutrient rich system with variable climate — a
system like the Raccoon River watershed — rainfall
influences nutrient losses much more than fertilizer applications.
The Raccoon, a principal source of drinking water
consumed by 500,000 central Iowans, is considered impaired for use as drinking water. The Des Moines Water
Works since 1992 has operated a nitrate removal plant
to ensure compliance with the Environmental Protection Agency’s minimum nitrate standard of 10 parts per
million.
Recently, all 10 of the Iowa Water Quality Information
System’s 10 real-time gauges on the Raccoon and Des
Moines rivers above Des Moines were recording nitrate
concentrations above the EPA’s minimum standard, and
nitrate concentrations were above 15 parts per million at
four of them.
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Why Iowa Farmers should win drainage case
The drainage districts brief destroys
Des Moines Water Works’ claims
By Gary Baise
The Des Moines Water Works (DMWW) federal case
is coming to a close. DMWW sued Sac, Calhoun, and
Buena Vista Counties in Iowa, as trustees of numerous
Iowa Drainage Districts. After the complaint was filed
by DMWW, the Counties sought summary judgment
in federal court regarding the Clean Water Act (CWA)
issues. The U.S. District Court referred the common law
issues to the Iowa Supreme Court for review and decision. The CWA claims are now fully briefed.
The Drainage Districts filed their reply brief on May
31, 2016. It is a homerun. Regarding jurisdiction issues,
the Drainage Districts brief destroys DMWW’s claims.
First, the districts describe how there is no jurisdiction
for the Court to order a drainage district to resolve an issue where it has no power to resolve that issue. Second,
the Drainage Districts point out DMWW sat on its hands
for 44 years and did nothing regarding permits for tile
drainage discharges. The killer argument the brief makes
is “…everyone including Congress, the Environmental
Protection Agency…the Iowa Department of Natural
Resources…and every single state in the Union with
drainage tile makes [it] clear NPDES permits are not
required for drainage tile.”
Notwithstanding these facts, the bloviating director
of DMWW claims he knows better than everyone else
“…is a majority of one.” No, really. In an answer to a
question, the DMWW director responds that DMWW
is a majority of one and his ratepayers are a majority of
one. He claims he is correct and everyone else is wrong
in interpreting the CWA.
The Drainage Districts and their law firm actually
demonstrate to the court that DMWW’s arguments are
in conflict with 44 years of consistent interpretation. The
brief actually reviews the CWA’s legislative history and
cites to EPA documents which declare EPA has never
required NPDES permits for drainage tile. On page 18
of the Drainage Districts’ brief, a thorough discussion
begins describing how Congress placed agricultural
runoff under State control in 1972.
A real surprise
In a real surprise, the Drainage Districts’ law firm cites
a December 5, 1975 Federal Register which describes
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Congress’ understanding that agricultural runoff is
considered to be “…a problem of significant magnitude,
[and] Congress believed that technological solutions
were not available…” The Drainage Districts’ lawyers
found in old Federal Register documents with more interesting language. “Agricultural and silviculture runoff
as well as runoff from city streets, frequently flows into
ditches or is collected into pipes before being discharged
into streams. EPA contends that most of these sources
are nonpoint in nature and should not be covered by the
NPDES permit program.”
Again this quote comes from a Federal Register document.
If DMWW and its attorneys had done their homework,
they would know that EPA has rejected all suggestions
that agricultural runoff discharged through ditches, pipes
or culverts be regulated as a point source.
More astonishing is the Drainage Districts and their
law firm found legislative history from the CWA amendments from 1987. Sen. Robert Dole, R, KS, articulated
the argument that runoff from agricultural areas present
a serious problem, but the 1987 amendments encouraged the states to manage nonpoint sources and set
timetables for meeting cleanup goals. The 1987 CWA
created a new state program to address nonpoint sources
of agriculture pollution. The brief describes the fact
that Section 319 “…allows regulatory and other control
programs to be run by the state.”
Others defending agriculture in the courts have assumed Section 319 is “merely “a demonstration and
grant program meant to assist farmers. Senator Dole
made clear that Section 319 programs “…will target
critical areas, identify nonpoint sources and set timetables for program implementation.” The Congressional
Record on January 6, 1987 describes that “Congress
expressly left agricultural land in the nonpoint category
regulated by state programs – now Section 319.” The
Drainage Districts’ brief hammers DMWW in listing
EPA documents and state documents from California,
Wisconsin, North Dakota, Indiana, and Minnesota
which all declare with EPA approval “Agricultural activities that cause [nonpoint source] pollution include …
tile drainage…”
As you can see, DMWW is attempting to overturn
decades of established regulations and case law. Now
you see why the farmers should win.

Study shows farmers’ efforts
can improve water quality
By Dirck Steimel – Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
A new study by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) shows
that collaborative conservation and water quality efforts
by farmers, ag retailers and government agencies can
reduce nitrogen losses to rivers and streams by as much
as 34 percent in Iowa and other states in the Mississippi
River Basin.
Released last week, the study combined modeling
tools from the USDA and the USGS to measure the
potential effects of conservation practices. The benefits
of these practices have historically been difficult to do in
large river systems because water quality is influenced
by a wide variety of factors, including non-agriculture
practices and natural processes.
The study showed the nutrient reductions attributable
to agricultural conservation practices in the Mississippi
River basin region ranged from 5 to 34 percent for nitrogen. Phosphorus reductions from farmers’ conservation
work ranged from 1 to 10 percent.
Not surprising
“I’m not surprised,” says Rick Robinson, Iowa
Farm Bureau environmental policy advisor. “It matches what many other studies have found, contrary to what
you read and hear in the popular media, and follows
the long-term commitment Iowa farms have made to
conservation. We know that there’s been more conservation applied to the land since the 1990s, but scientists
often find lags in seeing water quality results at the largest watershed scale for many years. The USGS study
accounts for those lags and weather variations that often
mask the positive effects of the conservation investment.”
For example, Iowa farmers have substantially
changed their tillage and other farming practices in the
past decade to conserve topsoil, reduce nutrient losses
and improve water quality, according to a recent Iowa
Farm and Rural Life Poll. Farmers have invested as
much as $2.2 billion in the last 10 years to make those
conservation improvements.
The latest USGS results seem consistent with a 2014
study from the federal agency of several decades of

nitrate concentration and flow data from 10 major Iowa
rivers indicating that concentrations of nitrate decreased
from 2000 to 2012 in all basins. A year prior to that, the
USGS also reported that nitrate levels in the Iowa River
decreased by 10 percent from 2000-2010 (October 2013
USGS), one of the first observed declines in the Mississippi River Basin since 1980.
Iowa is also making strides in better quantifying the
extent to which conservation practices are already on the
landscape, and to help farmers get the right conservation
practices and structures in the right places to be most
effective. The Iowa Nutrient Research and Education
Council (INREC) is documenting progress on conservation and water quality efforts and also developing
programs for agronomists and Certified Crop Advisors
to provide farmers the information they need to address
environmental needs.
INREC is a non-profit organization established by ag
retailers through the Agribusiness Association of Iowa
(AAI), the Iowa Farm Bureau Federation (IFBF) and
other farm groups and is gearing up to be the private
side of that conservation and water quality effort in
Iowa. “Progress will continue to be made in the future,”
Robinson said.
Increased cover crops
Iowa farmers are implementing conservation and
water quality practices through the state’s water quality
initiative, officially called the Iowa Nutrient Reduction
strategy. Farmers in Iowa have significantly increased
Continued from page 8 
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freeUSDA
lunch.”
With Resources
increased and
pois greatly
enhanced,”
Natural
tential in the seed, there has to be a corresponding
Environment Deputy Under Secretary Ann Mills.
increase in agronomy management to realize that
Structural and erosion control practices, such as
potential. Water management (variable rate irrigation,
conservation tillage, in the Upper Mississippi River
drainage, subsurface irrigation, water table control,
Basin have been shown to reduce runoff and peak flows,
better water retention through managing and/or althereby increasing
water
infiltration
intoimproved.
the soils and
leviating
compaction)
will
need to be
There
the
subsurface
geology.
are huge chunks of the Corn Belt that are inadequately
An added
benefitshould
of thesetake
conservation
actions
is that,
drained.
Farmers
the windfall
commodity
in
some
areas,
hydrological
and
biogeochemical
conprices and invest some significant dollars increasing
ditions
in the subsurface
thedrainage.
removal of
the
productivity
of the can
landpromote
through
They
nitrogen
by
natural
biological
processes.
ought to do that no matter the price of corn. FertilizaPhosphorus
reductions needs
were lower
than
wasthe
seen
tion,
tillage—everything
to rise
with
riseforin
nitrogen,
possibly Precision
because ofaglong
time
seed
technology.
looks
alllags
the between
more enticconservation
actions
and the time it takes for sedimenting
the higher
the stakes.
Source
– Changing
Agronomy,
January 16, 2008 - combound
phosphorus
to move
downstream.
piled by Tim McGraw 

Unattributed WisdomUnattributed Wisdom
Collaboration works
“Success is going from failure to failure without
a loss
enthusiasm.”
“Behind
everyofgreat
man is a woman
“When multiple farmers, ranchers and working forest
land managers in one region come together to apply the
conservation science, the per-acre conservation benefit

rolling her eyes.”
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